
Through the glass ceiling 
and off the glass cliff

Creating gender parity in the C-suite is becoming a 
priority for many companies, but what happens when 
the opportunities women seize have a catch?

Having navigated the leadership hierarchy, women 
often occupy CEO positions with greater scrutiny  
than their male counterparts when it comes to 
shareholders and the media. How can they become 
positioned for success?

Female CEOs were more likely to be appointed  
 to organizations whose share prices were already 
falling – a phenomenon coined in 2005 as  “the 
glass cliff.”1

Glass ceiling
concept
Women cannot get
beyond a certain point
within the leadership
hierarchy and face an
invisible, very subtle
barrier that prevents
their rise.1

Glass cliff 
concept
Women make it to
the C-suite but
find themselves
disproportionately
represented in
untenable, unstable
leadership positions.2

It isn’t about the money:
Women tend to be paid less than men in managerial or executive 
 roles in the United States, but the gender pay gap does not exist 
 at the CEO level.3

27%   likelihood a
female CEO will face 
investor activism4

<1% likelihood a
male CEO will face 
investor activism4

Media coverage doesn’t help
Likelihood a female CEO will be targeted by investor activism if: 

company PR efforts include 
 gendered language531%

media repeatedly mentions 
female CEO by name5 96%

80% of news stories about struggling companies cite the CEO as 
a source of the problem when the company is led by a woman6

Positive outcomes from a fragile situation

Highlight 
accomplishments 
from glass cliff 
situations – even 
if there was an 
element of failure.

Market skills 
 gained in a glass 
cliff situation   
to move onto   
the next 
opportunity.

Share with other 
female executives 
lessons learned  
to break the glass 
cliff cycle.
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